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Abstract
Metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs) are highly sensitive temperature sensors that operate at
millikelvin temperatures. An energy deposit in a detector can be measured using an MMC
through the induced temperature increase. The MMC signal, i.e., a variation in magnetization
can then be measured using a superconducting quantum interference device. MMCs are used in
particle physics experiments searching for rare processes as their high sensitivity and fast
response provide high energy and timing resolutions and good particle discrimination. Low-
temperature detectors consisting of molybdenum-based scintillating crystals read out via MMCs
were designed and built to perform simultaneous measurements of heat and light signals at
millikelvin temperatures. These detectors have been used in the advanced Mo-based rare process
experiment (AMoRE) that searches for the neutrinoless double beta decay of 100Mo. This article
provides a detailed description of the MMC-based low-temperature detector system of the
AMoRE-Pilot experiment which currently uses five crystals.

Keywords: metallic magnetic calorimeter, SQUID, low-temperature detector, scintillating
crystal, neutrinoless double beta decay

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs) are temperature
sensors that can provide high-precision measurements due to
their high sensitivity and fast response while operating at
millikelvin temperatures [1, 2]. Thus they are useful sensors
in particle detection at low temperatures as they can provide
an excellent energy resolution as well as a good timing
resolution. The energy deposited by a particle in an absorber
generates a temperature increase. MMCs contain a para-
magnetic sensor material whose magnetization varies as a
function of the temperature. The change in magnetization can
then be measured using a superconducting quantum

interference device (SQUID). MMC-based low-temperature
detectors have been designed and used in particle physics
experiments aiming to search for rare events due to their high
energy and timing resolutions allowing to achieve good par-
ticle discrimination and thus good background rejec-
tion [3, 4].

2. MMC-based detector module

The MMCs that we have been fabricating use a dilute con-
centration of erbium in a gold host (Au:Er) as the para-
magnetic sensor material and a meander-shaped
superconducting niobium coil [5]. The dilute magnetic ions
retain their paramagnetic properties at low temperatures. A
persistent current runs through the superconducting coil and
generates a weak magnetic field magnetizing the para-
magnetic ions of the sensor material. In this configuration, the
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performance of the detector can be determined by how effi-
ciently the magnetic flux changes, corresponding to temper-
ature increases, are measured. The meander-shaped coil is
connected to the input coil of a SQUID and is also used as a
pick-up coil to measure the magnetic flux changes of the
MMC [2]. At low operating temperatures, the heat capacity of
the sensor and absorber materials decrease significantly,
which makes the detector system quite sensitive and capable
of achieving a high energy resolution.

A MMC-based detector module aiming to use scintillat-
ing crystals as absorbers was designed. The detector module
is composed of a CaMoO4 scintillating crystal [6, 7], sup-
ported by a copper frame, and MMCs. The heat (phonon)
induced by the interaction of an energetic particle in the
absorber (the CaMoO4 crystal) is measured by an MMC
through the corresponding change in the magnetization of the
MMC sensor material, read out by a SQUID. The phonon
sensor is composed of a gold film of 2 cm diameter coupled
through annealed gold wires to the MMC. The gold film,
designed to have a high collection efficiency, is evaporated on
the bottom of the crystal and is connected to the MMC and
the SQUID, placed on the copper frame supporting the
crystal, using several gold wires to ensure a good thermal
coupling. The scintillation light (photon) induced in the
crystal is collected by using a reflector film (Vikuiti) around
the crystal and measured by a photon sensor consisting of a 2
inch Ge wafer, placed on top of the crystal, and a second
MMC, connected to three gold films deposited on the wafer
[8, 9]. The temperature increase in the wafer, generated by the
light, is measured using the MMC and SQUID pair. The gold
films, the MMC and the SQUID are thermally linked by gold
wires in a similar way as in the phonon sensor. Thus this
detector module is equiped with a heat detector and a light
detector, making it capable of measuring heat and light
simultaneously. This represents an interesting tool for particle
discrimination, in addition to the typical pulse shape techni-
que, as different types of particles produce different ratios of
light and heat.

Figure 1 shows different elements from the detector
module: a 40Ca100MoO4 scintillating crystal, a fully assem-
bled detector module, and the MMC and SQUID sensors from
a photon sensor.

The crystal is supported by a copper frame with teflon
elements specially designed to reduce the mechanical vibra-
tion. In addition, the whole copper structure for the detector is
made of NOSV copper (Aurubis, Germany) which, having a
low hydrogen content, allows to reduce the thermal fluctua-
tion by the ortho-para conversion effect of hydrogen. This
whole copper structure has been cleaned with a specific
method, after the machining process of the material, in order
to remove the surface contaminations.

This MMC-based low-temperature detector design has
been used in the pilot experiment of the advanced molybde-
num-based rare process experiment (AMoRE) project, named
AMoRE-Pilot, using a total of 12 MMC channels.

3. Experimental setup of AMoRE-Pilot

Searches for neutrinoless double beta decay (0nbb) are
challenging experiments aiming to establish the neutrino’s
nature (Dirac or Majorana) and absolute mass range [10–12].
AMoRE is an international collaboration searching for the
0nbb decay of 100Mo via low-temperature calorimetric
measurements using CaMoO4 scintillating crystals as both the
source of 0nbb decay and the target material [4, 13].

The simultaneous measurement of heat (phonon) and
light (photon) signals from CaMoO4 crystals using MMCs is
a promising technique in terms of energy resolution and
background rejection as it provides a high discrimination
power between α and β/γ particles [4, 14]. Since late 2015,
the AMoRE-Pilot experiment has been running with five
CaMoO4 crystals. The detector assembly has been installed in
a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator (CFDR) at the 700 m deep
YangYang underground laboratory [15], located in the
northeast of South Korea.

Figure 1. (a) A 40Ca100MoO4 scintillating crystal. (b) A fully assembled low-temperature detector module. (c) A sensor system composed of
gold absorbers, an MMC, a SQUID and gold wires.
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The AMoRE-Pilot experiment uses five 100Mo-enriched
and 48Ca-depleted 40Ca100MoO4 scintillating crystals as
source and detector of the 0nbb decay. Each crystal (absor-
ber) is coupled with heat and light detectors.

As shown in figure 2, the AMoRE-Pilot structure is a
tower of five detector modules with five CaMoO4 crystals,
each equiped with a phonon sensor and a photon sensor. The
five crystals have different sizes and their masses vary from
0.2 to 0.4 kg, for a total mass of about 1.5 kg. Furthermore, at
the bottom of the tower is placed an additional light detector
used as an active veto for coincidence events from muons and
γ particles.

The AMoRE-Pilot detector has been installed in a dilu-
tion refrigerator (CF-81-1400 Maglev, Leiden Cryogenics)
operating at ultra-low temperatures as low as 8 mK, with
cooling power values of 1.6 μW and 19 μW at ordinary
operating conditions of 10 mK and 20 mK, respectively. The
connection of the detectors output to the dedicated electronics
is made using two types of wires: normal resistive wires
(CuNi) from room temperature to 4 K plate and super-
conducting wires (NbTi) from 4 K stage to the sensors to
affect the quality of the signal-to-noise ratio as little as pos-
sible. In addition, because the cooling power of the 4 K plate
is quite important due to the CFDR’s pulse tube refrigerator
(PTR) and superconducting wires have zero resistance, it is
possibe to minimize the heat inflow transferring from room

temperature to the sensors by using these two types of wires.
All the wires are thermally anchored at each temperature plate
(50 K, 4 K, 1 K, 50 mK and 10 mK) of the dilution refrig-
erator using specially designed anchoring toes. The dilution
refrigerator including the detector setup is surrounded with a
lead shield with a thickness of 15 cm to suppress the radio-
active background coming from external γ-rays. The structure
is composed of 16 tons of low-radioactivity lead (JL Goslar,
Germany). Furthermore, an additional layer of lead is instal-
led on the bottom of the 10 mK plate (mixing chamber) to
avoid spurious counts which can originate from contamina-
tions of the materials composing the CFDR. The lead used for
this shielding (Lemer Pax, France) has quite a low α radio-
activity of 0.3 Bq kg−1 for 210Po and has a total mass of 160
kg. In addition, since the MMCs and SQUIDs are extremely
sensitive to magnetic field changes, they must be shielded
from any external magnetic noise. The AMoRE-Pilot detector
tower is thus surrounded by a cup-shaped (open at the top and
closed at the bottom), 2 mm thick superconducting shield
made of low-radioactivity lead (Lemer Pax).

Figure 3 shows the whole detector setup of the AMoRE-
Pilot experiment, including the shielding structures, in its
initial configuration. As external magnetic fields can be
trapped inside the superconducting elements of our setup
(such as the cup-shaped superconducting shield surrounding
the detector tower and the Nb coils from the MMCs) at their
respective transition temperatures, a mu-metal shield, not
shown in figure 3, is used during each system cool-down. It is
installed all around the cryostat’s outer vacuum chamber,
which is the room-temperature, outermost chamber shown in
gray in figure 3, and prevents or at least reduces the freezing
of those magnetic fields inside the superconducting compo-
nents of our setup. The mu-metal shield is removed later as it
can be a source of background during our measurements.

From the commissioning run, it was observed that the
performances of the detector were degraded because of the
mechanical vibration caused by the PTR of the CFDR. In
order to reduce this vibration noise, the detector tower has
been isolated from the mixing chamber using a mass spring
damper (MSD) [16].

As shown in figure 4, the MSD consists of two plates
connected to each other: a spring plate and a detector plate.
The spring plate is connected to the lead shielding of the 10
mK region through springs while the detector plate holds the
detector tower. Thus the AMoRE-Pilot detector tower and the
superconducting shield are installed at the bottom of the
detector plate with protruded shape from the spring plate. The
MSD and the detector setup, with a total mass of 29 kg, hang
from the mixing chamber via four springs with a 1225 Nm−1

spring constant. In this configuration, the springs extend by 6
cm from the rest length. Since the evaluated natural frequency
of this system is 2.04 Hz, the springs are wrapped with some
Tetratex in order to damp the resonance of the springs.
Vibration mesurements on the detector tower established that
using two layers of Tetratex offers the best damping results.
The detector tower is then thermally coupled to the mixing
chamber using annealed copper tapes. Each tape

Figure 2. Design drawing (a) and picture (b) of the AMoRE-Pilot
detector tower.
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(2.5 cm × 38 μm × 10 cm) has a RRR of about 700 and a
total of 25 pieces are used in parallel.

4. Measurements

Using the AMoRE-Pilot experimental setup, several sets of
measurements were performed, at various conditions and
temperature settings. As our crystals are quite different, in
terms of size, mass, and properties (such as crystallinity,
purity, and light transmittance), the signal amplitudes can
differ quite a lot from one detector channel to another. Each
detector module (crystal-sensors assembly) thus presents
different sizes of phonon and photon signals. For this pilot
experiment, we have been using crystals with various prop-
erties to compare the resulting signals. Figure 5 shows the
average phonon and photon pulses of selected 2.615 MeV γ-

events from 208Tl, from several crystals. Measurements from
the fifth crystal were not possible at that time. Apart from the
crystals’ properties, another factor in the pulse sizes is the
MMC current. Indeed, the very weak photon signal from
crystal4 in this particular dataset was caused by the persistent
current of the corresponding MMC having leaked out. To
avoid those MMC current losses, a RC filter was designed
and is to be used in all upcoming runs to prevent noise from
reaching each MMC sensor.

The differences in pulse size between the different
detector modules do not constitute an issue for the experi-
ment. Phonon pulse height is converted to energy with cali-
bration performed independently for each channel. In the
present measurement conditions, the main noise term limiting
the energy resolution was the low-frequency temperature
fluctuation of the crystal associated with the CFDR vibration
mentioned above. This thermal noise has a linear relation to
the signal size of the phonon channels. Thus, in the current
conditions, the signal-to-noise ratio appears independent of
the signal size. Particle discrimination using the photon sig-
nals is done by estimating the ratio of light and heat produced
in an event, and can be performed even with relatively small
photon pulses.

The general shape of the photon pulses results from the
convolution of two properties in the light detection. One is the
intrinsic response of the light detector from an instant light
absorption in the Ge wafer. As shown in [8], the light
detectors have an intrinsic rise-time of about 0.2 ms that is
independent of operating temperatures. The other is the time-
dependent generation of scintillation photons from the crys-
tals. Two decay constants of 41 μs and 3.4 ms were found for
scintillation generation in a CaMoO4 crystal at millikelvin
temperatures [17]. The rise part of the measured photon
pulses shows the fast and slow components that are attributes
of the combined properties.

Figure 3. Cryostat and shielding structure for the AMoRE-Pilot
experiment. This is the configuration of the commissioning run
before the installation of the mass spring damper. The detector tower
and superconducting shield were then directly attached to the copper
plate located at the bottom of the internal lead shielding.

Figure 4. Design drawing (a) and picture (b) of the mass spring
damper. The AMoRE-Pilot detector tower and its superconducting
shield are attached to the upper plate of the damper.
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Figure 6 shows the average phonon pulse heights of
2.615 MeV γ-events as a function of operating temperature,
having performed measurements at four temperatures set-
tings: 10, 20, 30 and 40 mK. It is clear that the signal
amplitude of each channel increases with decreasing operat-
ing temperature. Indeed, at lower temperatures, the heat
capacity of the MMC sensor and absorber materials drops,
increasing the sensitivity of the sensor.

5. Conclusions

MMC-based low-temperature detectors consisting of molyb-
denum-based scintillating crystals were designed and built to
perform simultaneous measurements of heat and light signals
at millikelvin temperatures. These detectors have been used in
the AMoRE-Pilot experimental setup consisting of twelve
MMC channels. The high energy and timing resolutions
provided by the MMCs are useful to achieve good particle
discrimination and background rejection, which are critical
conditions in such rare event search experiments. As of
March 2017, preparations for another AMoRE-Pilot run, with
the addition of a sixth detector module and a muon veto
system, are underway. An additional vibration damping

system will also be included. The new run consists of several
months of data taking. This setup will expand in the future for
the AMoRE-I experiment, which will use a significantly lar-
ger number of detector modules (up to 18).
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